Neighborhood Eats + Drinks
In order of distance from the Watershed

1. DOWNEAST CIDER $  256 Marginal St (0.1 mi)  Farm-fresh hard cider
2. KO PIES $  256 Marginal St (0.1 mi)  Australian; meat and vegetable pies
3. TAWAKAL HALAL CAFÉ $  389 Maverick St (0.3 mi)  Authentic Somali dishes and wraps
4. ITALIAN EXPRESS PIZZERIA $  336 Sumner St (0.3 mi)  Old-School Italian pizza and cuisine
5. THE QUIET FEW $$  331 Sumner St (0.3)  Whiskey bar with American eats
6. MEHAK HALAL $$  329 Sumner St (0.3)  Indian and Pakistani cuisine
7. CUNARD TAVERN $$  24 Orleans St (0.4 mi)  American-style beer pub
8. TACO MEX $$  65 Maverick Square (0.6 mi)  Mexican and Latin American staples
9. MARKET CAFÉ & DELI $  20 Maverick Square (0.6 mi)  Coffee, tea, sandwiches
10. D’PARMA RESTAURANT $$  182 Sumner St (0.6 mi)  Trattoria-style Italian dishes
11. MAVERICK MARKETPLACE $$  154 Maverick St (0.7 mi)  Beers, burgers, small bites
12. CACTUS MEXICAN GRILL $  44 Maverick Square (0.7 mi)  Casual Mexican and Salvadorian dishes
13. LA SULTANA BAKERY $  256 Marginal St (0.8 mi)  Colombian food and baked goods
14. REELHOUSE $$$  6 New St (Eddy bldg.) (0.8 mi)  Nautical New England gastro pub
15. MI RANCHO $  45 Meridian St (0.8 mi)  Colombian food and quick bites
16. EAST BOSTON FARM STAND $  75 Meridian St (0.8 mi)  Fresh fruit smoothies, sandwiches, paninis
17. SANTARPIO’S PIZZA $  111 Chelsea St (0.9 mi)  Renowned pizza spot
18. SAIGON HUT $  305 Meridian St (1.2 mi)  Vietnamese eatery with noodle soups
19. ANGELA’S CAFÉ $  131 Lexington St (1.4 mi)  Puebla-style Mexican
20. HARBORSIDE GRILL & PATIO $$$  101 Harborside Dr (3.0 mi)  Skyline views and fresh regional food